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OUTDOOR
Harvest: End September
Average Height: 150 - 170 cm
Yield: 700g/plant

INDOOR
Flowering Cycle: 5 6 - 63 days 
Yield: M edium

PRICE

The Jack’s Dream is a cross of two of our classics from the Green House Seeds catalogue:The Jack’s Dream is a cross of two of our classics from the Green House Seeds catalogue:

The Jack Herer for its amazing frosty flowers and piney haze terpene profile,and the A.M.S, our The Jack Herer for its amazing frosty flowers and piney haze terpene profile,and the A.M.S, our 
most resistant strain to fungus/mould, but also one of the sweetest strains with some earthy most resistant strain to fungus/mould, but also one of the sweetest strains with some earthy 
background taste on the exhale.background taste on the exhale.

The combination of the two parents produced an amazing compact plant. Which has a beautiful The combination of the two parents produced an amazing compact plant. Which has a beautiful 
steady structure, full of branches and short internode length. Jack’s Dream is perfect for places steady structure, full of branches and short internode length. Jack’s Dream is perfect for places 
with little roof space. It produces dense flowers that are covered in trichomes.with little roof space. It produces dense flowers that are covered in trichomes.

The smell of the flowers is a perfect mix of the pine tree sap and pepper notes from theThe smell of the flowers is a perfect mix of the pine tree sap and pepper notes from the
Jack Herer with an earthiness and sweetness from the A.M.S, balancing the piney terpenes, Jack Herer with an earthiness and sweetness from the A.M.S, balancing the piney terpenes, 
resulting in a great combination.resulting in a great combination.

The effects are very relaxing and balanced, not a heavy hitter on the body due to the Sativa The effects are very relaxing and balanced, not a heavy hitter on the body due to the Sativa 
genetic.genetic.  It is a good strain to keep active and creative.It is a good strain to keep active and creative.

JACK’S DREAM
Jack Herer x A.M.S.

1 Seed: €10
3 Seeds: €25
5 Seeds: €35
10 Seeds: €65

OUTDOOR
Harvest: mid-end October
Average Height: 170 -200 cm 
Yield: 700g/plant

INDOOR
Flowering Cycle: 5 6 - 70 days  
Yield: Medium - High

The Dark Phoenix is a cross of the famous Californian cut Trainwreck, a reference duringThe Dark Phoenix is a cross of the famous Californian cut Trainwreck, a reference during
many years for medicinal use, mixed with the equally famous and mythical, Jack Herer.many years for medicinal use, mixed with the equally famous and mythical, Jack Herer.

The plant grows relatively tall but still moderate for an indoor grow, with the use of toppingThe plant grows relatively tall but still moderate for an indoor grow, with the use of topping
for the lower spaces. The stretch of the Dark Phoenix is very vigorous during the first weeksfor the lower spaces. The stretch of the Dark Phoenix is very vigorous during the first weeks
of flowering and will produce strong branches that will catch up on the sides to form on aof flowering and will produce strong branches that will catch up on the sides to form on a
nice crown effect.nice crown effect.

The smell of the Dark Phoenix is a complex mix of flavours of the Jack, combined with theThe smell of the Dark Phoenix is a complex mix of flavours of the Jack, combined with the
pungent smell of the Trainwreck, which bring some lemony spiciness to the sativa mix.pungent smell of the Trainwreck, which bring some lemony spiciness to the sativa mix.

The effects are a balance of the relaxing body effect from the Trainwreck with the upliftingThe effects are a balance of the relaxing body effect from the Trainwreck with the uplifting
effect from the Jack Herer that will keep your head clear and creative.effect from the Jack Herer that will keep your head clear and creative.

A good day smoke to keep working.A good day smoke to keep working.

Trainwreck x Jack Herer
DARK PHOENIX

1 Seed: €10
3 Seeds: €25
5 Seeds: €35
10 Seeds: €65

PRICE

30% sativa - 70% indica 60% sativa - 40% indica

THC: 20-25%
CBG: 0,5-1%
CBD: 0.0%

THC: 18-25%
CBG: 1-1,5%
CBD: 0.0%



THC: 18-21%
CBG: 1%
CBD: 0.0%

THC: 21-25%
CBG: 1%
CBD: 0.0%

OUTDOOR
Harvest: MId September
Average Height: 170 - 200 cm
Yield: 600g/plant

INDOOR
Flowering Cycle: 5 6 - 63 days 
Yield: M edium

PRICE

The Chemical Bride is a combination of our Chemdog genetic from Greenhouse Seeds, with our The Chemical Bride is a combination of our Chemdog genetic from Greenhouse Seeds, with our 
selection of one of the big boomers in America from Seedjunky, the Wedding Cake.selection of one of the big boomers in America from Seedjunky, the Wedding Cake.

The result is an amazingly compact flower production that is covered in glittering trichomes down The result is an amazingly compact flower production that is covered in glittering trichomes down 
to the leaves.to the leaves.

The plant will not stretch a lot once switched into flower. It will grow in a bushy shape with strong The plant will not stretch a lot once switched into flower. It will grow in a bushy shape with strong 
secondary branches with short internode length. A nice dark forest green colour often happens on secondary branches with short internode length. A nice dark forest green colour often happens on 
the leaves, just like its father the Chemdog can have.the leaves, just like its father the Chemdog can have.

The smell/taste of the Chemical Bride is a complex mix of both parents. It has a strong creamyThe smell/taste of the Chemical Bride is a complex mix of both parents. It has a strong creamy
smell inherited by the Chemdog, then followed by some sour/gassy tones, almost like a OG smell.smell inherited by the Chemdog, then followed by some sour/gassy tones, almost like a OG smell.

The effects of the flowers are very body relaxing and will last for quite a while, it will not produce The effects of the flowers are very body relaxing and will last for quite a while, it will not produce 
a couchlock effect but more like a floating sensation. A great smoke for creative/active people.a couchlock effect but more like a floating sensation. A great smoke for creative/active people.

CHEMICAL BRIDE
Wedding Cake x Chemdog

1 Seed: €10
3 Seeds: €25
5 Seeds: €35
10 Seeds: €65

OUTDOOR
Harvest: Mid October
Average Height: 150 -180 cm 
Yield: 700g/plant

INDOOR
Flowering Cycle: 63 - 70 days  
Yield: Medium - High

The King’s Juice is a combination of two of Arjan’s favourite terpene profiles.The King’s Juice is a combination of two of Arjan’s favourite terpene profiles.

On one side our selected Mimosa from Symbiotic genetics, and on the other side our famous On one side our selected Mimosa from Symbiotic genetics, and on the other side our famous 
King’s Kush. What came out is an outstanding plant with a beautiful coney/piney type of growth.King’s Kush. What came out is an outstanding plant with a beautiful coney/piney type of growth.
It has a long main cola that will grow a bit higher than the sides and allow the secondary It has a long main cola that will grow a bit higher than the sides and allow the secondary 
branches to make a beautiful crown around it.branches to make a beautiful crown around it.

The plants will have some stretch during the flowering time, you can expect it to double in size The plants will have some stretch during the flowering time, you can expect it to double in size 
during the first weeks of flower. The King’s Juice will have steady branches and vigorous growth.during the first weeks of flower. The King’s Juice will have steady branches and vigorous growth.
The flowers have an amazing smell that perfectly balance the floral scent of the mimosa with an The flowers have an amazing smell that perfectly balance the floral scent of the mimosa with an 
extra citrusy/earthy touch from the Kush ancestors, that reminds you of fresh fruit juice.extra citrusy/earthy touch from the Kush ancestors, that reminds you of fresh fruit juice.

Most of the plants will have some beautiful reddish/violet hues toward the end of the flowering cycle. Most of the plants will have some beautiful reddish/violet hues toward the end of the flowering cycle. 

The effects are perfectly balanced for an all day smoke, with a nice uplifting head buzz.The effects are perfectly balanced for an all day smoke, with a nice uplifting head buzz.
The body stays light and active and the taste remains in the mouth for a while after exhaling.The body stays light and active and the taste remains in the mouth for a while after exhaling.

Mimosa x King’s Kush
KING’S JUICE

1 Seed: €10
3 Seeds: €25
5 Seeds: €35
10 Seeds: €65

PRICE

60% sativa - 40% indica30% sativa - 70% indica



THC: 20-24%
CBG: 1-1,5%
CBD: 0.0%

THC: 21-25%
CBG: 1%
CBD: 0.0%

OUTDOOR
Harvest: Beginning October
Average Height: 170 - 200 cm
Yield: 700g/plant

INDOOR
Flowering Cycle: 5 6 - 63 days 
Yield: Medium - High

PRICE

The Velvet Moon is the result of our selection of the famous Dosidos from USA. The Velvet Moon is the result of our selection of the famous Dosidos from USA. 
We crossed it with the Holy Punch, one of Franco’s last breeding projects.We crossed it with the Holy Punch, one of Franco’s last breeding projects.

The result is a great vigorous and amazingly aesthetic plant, with a very potent sweet smell.The result is a great vigorous and amazingly aesthetic plant, with a very potent sweet smell.

The stretch is moderate, perfect for indoor and outdoor growers. It has very strong branching The stretch is moderate, perfect for indoor and outdoor growers. It has very strong branching 
and can hold steady without support until the end of flowering.and can hold steady without support until the end of flowering.

The smell is a perfect balance of both parents. It has the pungent sweetness of fresh fruit with The smell is a perfect balance of both parents. It has the pungent sweetness of fresh fruit with 
perfect maturation of the holy punch, combined with some acid lemony and earthiness aromasperfect maturation of the holy punch, combined with some acid lemony and earthiness aromas
from the dosidos.from the dosidos.

The effects are long lasting and very fast hitting on the head during the first minutes, then they The effects are long lasting and very fast hitting on the head during the first minutes, then they 
slowly fade down to give you a great buzz.slowly fade down to give you a great buzz.

VELVET MOON
Dosidos x Holy Punch 

1 Seed: €10
3 Seeds: €25
5 Seeds: €35
10 Seeds: €65

OUTDOOR
Harvest: Mid October
Average Height: 150 -180 cm 
Yield: 750g/plant

INDOOR
Flowering Cycle: 63 - 70 days  
Yield: Medium - High

The Holy Snow is a new project where we mixed Hawaiian Snow(Arjan’s favourite plant) The Holy Snow is a new project where we mixed Hawaiian Snow(Arjan’s favourite plant) 
with Holy Punch (one of the last creations from our beloved Franco)with Holy Punch (one of the last creations from our beloved Franco)

The result is a vigorous and homogeneous plant with a beautiful sativa structure.The result is a vigorous and homogeneous plant with a beautiful sativa structure.
The plant will double in size during the flowering stretch. Holy Snow has a Christmas tree shape The plant will double in size during the flowering stretch. Holy Snow has a Christmas tree shape 
with mid-sized internodes full of preflower. The flowers are very compact and have the typical with mid-sized internodes full of preflower. The flowers are very compact and have the typical 
shape of the iconic Hawaiian snow fox-tailing flowers.shape of the iconic Hawaiian snow fox-tailing flowers.

The aroma is a blend of the great Hawaiian Snow’s specific fried onion smell with the extreme The aroma is a blend of the great Hawaiian Snow’s specific fried onion smell with the extreme 
fruity sweetness of the Holy Punch which smells like a basket of matured fruit.fruity sweetness of the Holy Punch which smells like a basket of matured fruit.

The effects are great for an all-day smoke, thanks to the uplifting clear head effect from the The effects are great for an all-day smoke, thanks to the uplifting clear head effect from the 
sativa lineage combined with some giggling happiness from the Holy Punch. sativa lineage combined with some giggling happiness from the Holy Punch. 
The effect is not too heavy on the body.The effect is not too heavy on the body.

Hawaiian Snow x Holy Punch
HOLY SNOW

1 Seed: €10
3 Seeds: €25
5 Seeds: €35
10 Seeds: €65

PRICE

40% sativa - 60% indica 70% sativa - 30% indica



THC: 20-25%
CBG: 1%
CBD: 0.0%

THC: 19-25%
CBG: 1%
CBD: 0.0%

OUTDOOR
Harvest: Late September
Average Height: 170 - 200 cm
Yield: 500g/plant

INDOOR
Flowering Cycle: 5 6 - 63 days 
Yield: M edium

PRICE

Banana Krumble is one of our latest additions to the catalogue for 2020.Banana Krumble is one of our latest additions to the catalogue for 2020.

We selected the Banana Punch for its smell and flavour of overripe bananas and cinnamon. We selected the Banana Punch for its smell and flavour of overripe bananas and cinnamon. 
We crossed it with our selected OG Kush to bring back the gassy fuel like flavour.We crossed it with our selected OG Kush to bring back the gassy fuel like flavour.

Banana Krumble grows very short with thick overlapping fingers and only starts to stretch inBanana Krumble grows very short with thick overlapping fingers and only starts to stretch in
late veg and early flower. It can tolerate moderate to high nutrient feedings and will produce late veg and early flower. It can tolerate moderate to high nutrient feedings and will produce 
high yields.high yields.

The compact buds will need support during the last weeks of flowering.The compact buds will need support during the last weeks of flowering.
The buds are dense and covered in resin, making it an ideal strain for extractions.The buds are dense and covered in resin, making it an ideal strain for extractions.

The effect is very strong on the body and long lasting, making Banana Krumble the The effect is very strong on the body and long lasting, making Banana Krumble the 
ideal nightcap strain.ideal nightcap strain.

BANANA KRUMBLE
Banana Punch x OG Kush

OUTDOOR
Harvest: Late October
Average Height: 150 -170 cm 
Yield: 650g/plant

INDOOR
Flowering Cycle: 65 days 
Yield: Medium - High

Bubba Kush being a classic from California and Gelato being the new kid on the block. Bubba Kush being a classic from California and Gelato being the new kid on the block. 
Bubba Kush quickly became the people’s favourite, not only in the USA but all over the world.Bubba Kush quickly became the people’s favourite, not only in the USA but all over the world.
We crossed the original pre ‘98 Bubba Kush with a reversed Gelato, which we selected in a We crossed the original pre ‘98 Bubba Kush with a reversed Gelato, which we selected in a 
extensive phenotype hunt a few years back.extensive phenotype hunt a few years back.

The outcome of this cross is the best of both worlds, creating one of the sweetest strainsThe outcome of this cross is the best of both worlds, creating one of the sweetest strains
ever produced. Combining the heavy dark chocolate and coffee like flavours of the Bubba Kush,ever produced. Combining the heavy dark chocolate and coffee like flavours of the Bubba Kush,
with the gassy creaminess of the Gelato.with the gassy creaminess of the Gelato.

The plant grows short and bushy with massive leaves and overlapping fingers.The plant grows short and bushy with massive leaves and overlapping fingers.
Buds are very dense and compact and are covered in thick trichomes.Buds are very dense and compact and are covered in thick trichomes.
It may show amazing colors towards the end of the flowering period of around 9 weeks.It may show amazing colors towards the end of the flowering period of around 9 weeks.

The effect is heavy on the body, while keeping the mind clear.The effect is heavy on the body, while keeping the mind clear.

Bubba Kush x Gelato
BUBBA SLUSH

1 Seed: €10
3 Seeds: €25
5 Seeds: €35
10 Seeds: €65

PRICE
1 Seed: €10
3 Seeds: €25
5 Seeds: €35
10 Seeds: €65

30% sativa - 70% indica 30% sativa - 70% indica



THC: 21-26%
CBG: 1%
CBD: 0.0%

THC: 22-27%
CBG: 1,5%
CBD: 0.0%

OUTDOOR
Harvest: Late October
Average Height: 170 - 200 cm 
Yield: 600g/plant

INDOOR
Flowering Cycle: 63 - 70 days 
Yield: Medium 

The Cloud Walker is a cross that we made with our selected pheno of the Punta Roja,The Cloud Walker is a cross that we made with our selected pheno of the Punta Roja,
which we found during our Strain Hunters expedition in Colombia in 2013.which we found during our Strain Hunters expedition in Colombia in 2013.

Punta Roja is a very famous landrace from Colombia. It’s well known for its red colours with Punta Roja is a very famous landrace from Colombia. It’s well known for its red colours with 
large amounts of resin production, and the extreme psychedelic high it produces.large amounts of resin production, and the extreme psychedelic high it produces.

We have crossed this amazing landrace, with our selection of Mendo Breath x Purple Punch We have crossed this amazing landrace, with our selection of Mendo Breath x Purple Punch 
from Inhouse Genetic. The result is a shorter flowering time and plant size. Cloud Walker is from Inhouse Genetic. The result is a shorter flowering time and plant size. Cloud Walker is 
a new hybrid that combines original landrace genetics with a Mendocino flagship strain.a new hybrid that combines original landrace genetics with a Mendocino flagship strain.

The flavour profile ranges from tropical citrus flavours to sweet earthy vanilla and The flavour profile ranges from tropical citrus flavours to sweet earthy vanilla and 
caramel taste, creating a very complex bouquet.caramel taste, creating a very complex bouquet.

The effect is very uplifting at first, It can be slightly psychedelic due to the tropical landrace The effect is very uplifting at first, It can be slightly psychedelic due to the tropical landrace 
influences of the Punta Roja but will fade into a more body effect later on.influences of the Punta Roja but will fade into a more body effect later on.

Punta Roja x Mendo Breath
CLOUD WALKER

OUTDOOR
Harvest: Late September
Average Height: 170 - 200 cm 
Yield: 500g/plant

Kong’s Krush combines the incredible banana and cinnamon flavours of our Banana Punch with Kong’s Krush combines the incredible banana and cinnamon flavours of our Banana Punch with 
the creamy and gassy flavour of the Wonder Pie.the creamy and gassy flavour of the Wonder Pie.

The plant is medium sized and bushy, with very vigorous growth and large side branches The plant is medium sized and bushy, with very vigorous growth and large side branches 
reaching the same height as the main cola.reaching the same height as the main cola.

The Wonder Pie influences shortened the flowering time and increased yield, which makes The Wonder Pie influences shortened the flowering time and increased yield, which makes 
this strain the ideal plant for commercial production. It has tight frosty flowers and this strain the ideal plant for commercial production. It has tight frosty flowers and 
amazing bud formation making it a very aesthetic plant.amazing bud formation making it a very aesthetic plant.

The effect is very narcotic and well suited for pain management.The effect is very narcotic and well suited for pain management.

KONG’S KRUSH

INDOOR
Flowering Cycle: 56 - 63 days 
Yield: Medium

Banana Punch x Wonder Pie

1 Seed: €10
3 Seeds: €25
5 Seeds: €35
10 Seeds: €65

PRICE
1 Seed: €10
3 Seeds: €25
5 Seeds: €35
10 Seeds: €65

PRICE

70% sativa - 30% indica 30% sativa - 70% indica



THC: 18-21%
CBG: 1%
CBD: 0.0%

OUTDOOR
Harvest: Late September
Average Height: 170 - 200 cm 
Yield: 700g/plant

Wonder Pie is a cross of the popular Wedding Cake with our selected OG Kush.Wonder Pie is a cross of the popular Wedding Cake with our selected OG Kush.

The flavour goes from fruity-sweet to gassy, making it an all-round strain.The flavour goes from fruity-sweet to gassy, making it an all-round strain.

The influence from Girl Scout Cookies is dominant, while the OG Kush flavour comes The influence from Girl Scout Cookies is dominant, while the OG Kush flavour comes 
through on the exhale.through on the exhale.

The plant grows tall and will double in size during the flowering period and should be The plant grows tall and will double in size during the flowering period and should be 
topped and trained to maximize yield.topped and trained to maximize yield.

The buds are covered in trichomes and are long and very dense.The buds are covered in trichomes and are long and very dense.

The effect is balanced, making it an ideal strain for day and night.The effect is balanced, making it an ideal strain for day and night.

Wedding Cake x OG Kush
WONDER PIE

INDOOR
Flowering Cycle: 60 - 65 days 
Yield: High

1 Seed: €10
3 Seeds: €25
5 Seeds: €35
10 Seeds: €65

PRICE

30% sativa - 70% indica






